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I INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes the work carried out at the Foster

Radiation Laboratory of McGill University during the calendar year

1974, under grant AECB-6 of the Atomic Energy Control Board of

Canada.
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During this past year the Laboratory continued to devote

a major portion of its research effort to the study of exotic

nuclei lying on the neutron deficient side of the beta stability

line. The properties of the large number (8) of nuclides identified

in this laboratory in 1973, together with those of many others, have

been investigated this year. Much useful systematic information

regarding their decay and structure properties has been generated.

Also, a good effort has been spent on the study of the beta decay

process by means of precision decay half-life measurements. Two

more new nuclides have been identified in 1974, and the researchers

are anticipating many more to come as the measurement techniques

in the laboratory improve.

Because of the nature of the research activities in the

laboratory, a considerable effort has to be devoted to the develop-

ment of measurement techniques in order to meet the requirements

for dealing with high energy beta and gamma activities with

life-times ranging down to milliseconds. During this past year the

high speed (transit time 200 ms) pneumatic transport system has been
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fully automated and has become a regularly used piece of equipment.

The superconducting beta ray spectrometer is operational and beta

end-point energies up to 10 MeV have been measured. An effort has

also been made to convert the mas? spectrometer into an isotope

separator.

I
I
I
I
I
I
1
1
I

A contract for a new R.F. oscillator and its associated

power supplies has been issued. The installation of this new

\ oscillator is the first step in our plan to convert the cyclotron

to accelerating other light ions with mass Í4. { 3-u's:-- . ,

On the whole, the laboratory has had another good year

in 1974, with a high level of activity and good publication

records. The staff of the laboratory is .feeling happy in closing

the year, but eagerly looking forv/ard to even greater progress

in 1975.
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II LABORATORY OPERATION and DEVELOPMENT

(a) The Proton Synchrocyclotron

During the calendar year of 1974, the cyclotron operated

rather smoothly, without any major interruptions due to faults.

The total time lost due to faults was seven days; another thirty-six

rlays were spent on maintenance and servicing, and four days for the

installation of new equipment. It was used for 4200 hours for

research purposes. As can be seen in the list of projects described

in the next section of this report, the cyclotron was used primarily

as a tool for the production of exotic nuclides lying on the neutron

deficient side of the beta stability line.

I

I

1
I

A major part of the maintenance and servicing work was

directed at the overhaul of the rotating condenser and the R.F.

feedlines to the Dee. This was decided upon partly because of

deteriorating performance and, also, it was felt that it should be

carried out before the installation of the new R.F. oscillator,

since these parts are to be retained at this first stage of our

cyclotron upgrading program and they would be the most important

elements affecting the performance of the oscillation. The overhaul

work included the identification and repair of persistently trouble-

some leaks from the internal circulating cooling water system into the

condenser vacuum and general cleaning and refurbishing of R.F. joints

in the system. It also included replacement of all bearings and the

taking of pertinent measurements for the design of an upgraded
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lubrication and rotating vacuum seal system in anticipation of the

higher rotor speed requirement for the upgraded R.F. system.

The overhaul work did result in a more efficient and

stable operation of the R.F. system. The Q value of the system has

increased from 140 to 300 as a result of this work.

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

A new regulated speed rotating condenser drive unit has

been installed. The new unit incorporating a special motor,

tachometer and S.C.R. regulation circuits,has been functioning

smoothly and very reliably since early March. The R.F. pulsing

unit installed late last year has been operating up to expectation

after sorting out all the bugs earlier on this year and the old

system has been dismantled.

The first step of our cyclotron upgrading plan aiming at

converting the cyclotron from accelerating protons to accelerating

other light ions with mass <4 is being executed. Earlier this

year a number of impedance measurements were performed on the

resonating structure of the cyclotron to facilitate the design and

installation of a new 50 kVA R.F. oscillator. An order for such an

oscillator was placed with Continental Electronics, Dallas, Texas,

in April. This order also includes a driver unit and three power

supplies associated with the oscillator. The new R.F. oscillator,

employing a modern power tetrode tube (EIMAC 4CW, 50000E) with a

frequency band ranging up to 100 MHz, is eminently suited for the



acceleration of protons, deuterons, He and alphas. By virtue

of its higher voltage output (14 kV, doubling that of the existing

oscillator), a significant increase in beam intensity is anticipated

after its installation.

The original schedule for delivery of the oscillator was

in November, 1974. Because of delays in delivery of supplies which

have afflicted companies everywhere, this schedule was not met. How-

ever the main power supply cabinet is completed, with 85% of its

components ready for installation, and the R.F. oscillator box has

been partly completed. The company is optimistic that since it has

most of the parts on hand, it should be able to complete the delivery

in February, 1975. Following the delivery, engineers from Continental

Electronics and the staff of this laboratory will jointly carry out

the installation.

I
I
I

I
I
I

At present the second step of our cyclotron upgrading

program is being planned. This step requires the improvement of the

cyclotron vacuum from a pressure of 5x10 to 10 torr, which is

necessary for the acceleration of He and alpha particles. A

cryogenic pumping system has been chosen to achieve this goal and a

quote has been received from Cryogenic Techniques Inc. Hopefully

funds will be available to implement this step in 1975.
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(b) Experimental Facilities

The PDP-15 computer based data handling system has become

as important an instrument as the cyclotron to our research. If

any one of its parts failed, 90% of our research activities would

come to a halt. Because of this great demand for its use, research

workers often found it not possible to find sufficient computer time

to have their data analysed. To alleviate this situation, work has

begun to improve the capability of the system. These improvements

are of two types: to upgrade the data handling system itself by

using CAMAC techniques and to speed -up the I/O capability by adding

IBM compatible magtape and a high speed character printer. The

magtape system recently procured is a lo' cost DEC option for the

PDP-15. It produces a 9-track tape at 800 bpi which will be used

mainly for data output for processing in the main Computing Centre,

and also, used for data storage. The high speed printer, which has

been ordered but not yet delivered, is a Centronics 132 column,

150 characters per second, and which will be interfaced to the

computer through CAMAC hardware .

The adoption of the CAMAC system is advantageous as it

provides a standardized method of transmitting vast amounts of

digital data and contro2 information between instrument modules

and computer. The CAMAC system used in our work is the SI-15

designed by GEC-Elliott/NRC, consisting of a logic frame (PC-15)

mounted in the computer cabinet and several independent modules
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called program units (PU) mounted in the CAMAC crates to handle

programmed data transfers, automatic priority interrupts, and

data channel transfers. Much of the modules and crates have been

purchased and additional work on hardware and software is required

before the system becomes fully operational.

The data handling system built around the PDP-8 computer

continues to serve experiments dealing with long-lived activities.

It is also a useful system for off-line data analysis.

I
1
I

i

The laboratory has encountered difficulties with its

Ge(Li) detectors during the past year. Two large volume detectors

and an X-ray spectrometer ceased to function. Their replacement

has exerted a significant strain on the research budget. The two

large volume replacement detectors are of premium type, with

efficiency 10% and 18%, respectively., and an energy resolution of

about 2 keV at 1.3 MeV.

The high speed pneumatic target extraction system with a

transit time of about 200 ms has been fully automated with a master

control linking its operation with that of the cyclotron and the

PDP-15 computer. It has become one of the regularly used research

tools in the laboratory, and it is complementary to the other

slower rabbit system which is also a heavily used research tool in

the laboratory.
. • a.V.

CM
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Much effort on the superconducting beta ray spectrometer

in the past year has been devoted to the improvement of the cryostat

and the development of techniques for analyzing the data. The

spectrometer is now operational and is being used in experiments.

An effort has been initiated to adapt the mass spectrometer to an

isotope separator. Almost all of the work is directed at the

improvement of the target-ion-source assembly and ion extraction

techniques. A significant increase in ion yield has been achieved.

Work has b^gun on the development of a new universal ion source

giving a wide range of ions.

(c) Outside Users Whose Work Is Hot Included In This Report

The laboratory continued to have a large number of outside

users of its facilities. During the year 1974 the fraction of

cyclotron operating time devoted to external users was about 20%.

The allotment of time was as follows:

TIME ALLOTED

9:00 A.M. to 10:00

Monday to Friday

RESEARCH PERSONNEL

Professor L. Yaffe ejt a_i.

Chemistry Dept.

McGill University

Professor J.J. Hogan e_t al,

Chemistry Dept.

McGill University

am



8 Days Professor D.G. Stairs e_t al.

High Energy Physics Group

McGill University

1 Day

I 2 Days

I
I
1
I
I

2 Days

2 Days

Professor R.F, De Estable -

Puig et_ â L-

Faculty of Medicine

Laval University

Drs. A.L. Barry and R.H. Hum

Dept. of Communications

Federal Government

Professor T.Y. Li

Dept. of Physics

University of New York

(Plattsburg)

Undergraduate Students

Physics Dept.

McGill university

1 Day Professor N. Eddy

Dept. of Physics

Concordia University

1
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III PROGRESS IN RESEARCH

This Section presents an outline of the progress made in

each of the research projects of the laboratory during 1974. The

names of the principal investigators (members of the laboratory

only) associated with each project are given. The publication

reference numbers refer to Section IV of this project.

I
!

i
i
I
I
I

1. Nuclear Structure Studies on the Neutron Deficient

Nuclei in the N < 82 and Z > 50 Region

(J. Deslauriers, S.C. Gujrathi, G.G. Kennedy and S.K. Mark) ;

A systematic investigation of the nuclei in the mass

region bound by the Z = 50 and N = 82 lines has continued during the

past year. The experiments employ beta, gamma and X-ray spectroscopy

techniques and the beta decaying parent nuclei are created by means

of the (p,xn), (p,pxn) and (p,oxn) reactions in the stable isotopes

1 4 4Sm, 142Nd, 1 4 1Pr and 1 3 6Ce.

Nuclei in this mass region have their protons and neutrons

filling the orbitals lg_,_# ^^s/2' ^"nll/2r 2(*3/2 an<* ^si/2' an<^ lnuc^1

of their low-lying structure is derived from these orbitals. The

presence of the lh,, ,, orbit in this group has generated additional

interesting properties to the many remarkable systematics such as

level energies, electromagnetic properties of the states, nuclear

decay energies; and beta decay ft values which are being observed in

: . f .

"K

I
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these nuclei. At present an effort is being made to gain some physical

insight into these systematics.

I
s
I
I
1

The even-even nuclei investigated during this past year are

Nd and Sm, whose levels are populated in the decay of Pm and

Eu, respectively. Both parent nuclei have been found to have a 1

ground state and a 7~ low-lying isomeric state, and all these states

undergo beta decay directly to states in the daughter nuclei. In the

case of Pm, the 1 ground state has been found to decay with a half-

life of 9.1 + 0.5 s and a total decay energy of 6.08 + 0.1 MeV, while

the 7~ isomer decays with a half-life of 5.95 ± 0.02 m and a total

140
decay energy of 6.48 ± 0.07 MeV. Many levels in Nd are populated in

their decays; among them quasi-rotational bands up to spin 6 and

two-neutron-quasiparticle states of the types £2d~,_, lh7,y2J 7~ and

II/2J ^ have been identified.

142

The decay of the 7~ and l + states of Eu to states in

Sm have been observed to have decay half-lives 1.20 ± 0.05 m and

2.4 ± 0.2 s, respectively, and a total decay energy 8.0 i 0.2 MeV for

142
both. The Sm nucleus has been found to possess a level structure

which resembles that of the Nd. The half-lives of the 7~ states

140 142
have been measured to be 0.6 ms and 165 ± 10 ns in Nd and Sm,

respectively. The experimental work on these two nuclei has been

completed, and this also completes our experimental study of the

even-even nuclei in the N = 80 isotone series. It is interesting to
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note that, inferred from the Variable Moment of Inertia Model, the

rigidity of these isotones increases by two orders of magnitude in

going from the soft Ba to Sm. Some preliminary work has

commenced on the decay of Eu and Pm, which were first identified

in this laboratory last year, to the N = 78 even-even isotones

138
and Nd, respectively.

140Sm

I
i
I
I
I
I

For the Z = even, N = odd nuclei, we have completed our

systematic investigation of the N = 81 isotones last year in which,

among other things, we charted the trends for the five low-lying

neutron hole states (2d.,, , 3s., ̂ 2, lh,w 2,
 2áis/2' lg7/2^ a n d t h e

B(M4) for the transition Ihjwf-* 2<33/2 f o r t n e s e nuclei. During this

past year we have directed our experimental effort on the study of the

N = 79 isotones. The nuclei being investigated are Nd end Sm

through the beta decay of Pm and Eu, both of which were

positively identified in this laboratory last year. In the case of the

139

Pm, the decay half-life has been measured to be 4.3 m and the ground

state spin is 5/2 . Thirty-seven gamma transitions following this

decay have been observed. A decay scheme comprising 17 states in 139Nd

has been established.

The Eu has been found to have a ground state spin of

5/2+ and a decay half-life of 41 s. This decay leads to more than 10

141transitions in Sm and has a main beta decay branch populating the

3/2+ first excited state at 1.6 keV above the 1/2 ground state of
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141

Sm, which has been established in our work on the decay of this

nucleus. Preliminary results indicate that the trends for the five

low-lying orbitals and B(M4) for the N = 79 isotones bear gross

resemblance to those of the N = 81 isotones, but differ from each

other in detail. The closeness of the 3/2 and 1/2 states in Sm

is consistent with the systematic trends of the 2d, ., and 3s, ,«

orbitals.

1
i
1
I
I
I
I
I

It is interesting to note that the 11/2 states in the

N = 81 isotones Nd, " Sm and Gd have previously been observed

to undergo, in addition to their M4 gamma transitions, beta decay to

the ll/2~ states in the odd -Z, even-N daughters, respectively, with

increasing strength as the mass increases. A similar phenomenon

occurs in the N = 79 isotones Nd and Sm, only with a much greater

beta decay strength and populating multiplets of states in the

daughters with spin varying from 9/2 to ll/2~ which are identified as

three-quasiparticle states of the type ir(2d5,2) y{2á^,2,
 lhíi/2Í* A

search for such a decay property in the N = 77 isotones has been

conducted and the result is negative.

Our work on the Z = odd, N = even nuclei, has been

141
primarily on the states in Pm populated in the decay of the ground

state of Sm. The latter has been observed to decay with a half-life

of 11 minutes and a total decay energy of 4.56 ± 0.04 MeV. The decay

— 141
energy of the 11/2 isomer in Sm has also been measured to be
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1414.70 ± 0.06 MeV. From its decay mode, the ground state of Sm has

been established to be l/2+. A level scheme for Pm with spin-

parity assignments has been constructed and in which the first 3.1/2

state has been determined to decay via M2 transition with a half-life

595 + 20 ns.

I
1
I
I
I
1
I
1
I
1

2. Study of the Neutron Deficient Krypton isotopes

(G. Bavaria and J.E. Crawford)

During the past year the high speed pneumatic target

extraction system originally constructed for this project has been

fully automated; its operation for recycling targets for bombardment,

the operation of the cyclotron and the PDP-15 computer for data

acquisition are all linked together through a master control. The

system is now being used widely in experiments involving the measure-

ments of activities wit' a half-life in the range between 100 ms and

I s . A publication describing the system has appeared (Section IVA,

No. 11).

The investigation of the structure of ' ' Kr from the

beta decay of the corresponding Rb nuclides is now in progress. The

78
decay of Rb is the subject of several recent studies using low yield

69 12 78
heavy ion reactions such as Ga( C,3n) Rb. The present experiment

78
employs the (p,xn) reaction in enriched Kr isotopes (50% Kr and

80
50% Kr) in the form of gas encapulated at a pressure of several

atmospheres in thin-walled beryllium bullets. X-ray spectroscopy
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78measurements confirmed the existence of an isomeric state in Rb.

The half-lives of mRb and gRb have been accurately determined

to be 5.68 m and 17.71 m, respectively, in disagreement with recent

published values 4.8 m and 17.5 m. Beta ray and gamma ray spectro-

78
scopy measurements following the decay of Rb have been completed

and the data are being analysed. The results indicate many

discrepancies with those previously reported. Works on the decay

properties of Rb have also been performed and the analysis of the

results is in progress.

3. Precision Half-Life Measurements

(G. Azuelos, J.E. Kitching)

The present work involving nuclear beta decay processes has

a three-fold basis: (1) to study asymmetry effects in Fermi and

Gamow-Teller mirror decays; (ii) to obtain an accurate value for the

vector coupling constant; (iii) to improve the accuracy in the

determination of the renormalized axial vector coupling constant and

to investigate its constancy.

The pursuit of these objectives has been carried out

primarily in T_ = -1^ nuclei with some pure Fermi transitions being

studied as well. The following nuclei have been examined with the aid

of the slower rapid extractor and their beta decay half-lives have

been measured:
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Nucleus

19Ne

Half-Life

17.213 + 0.007

25Al 7.175 + 0.007

m26Al 6.348 + 0.005

1
I
I
1
I
I
I
1

27Si

29,

4.109 ± 0.003

4.074 ± 0.010

The experimental investigation of several other nuclei has

been completed and the data are being analysed. Several additional nuclei

with a decay half-life less than one-second are presently being

measured using the high speed rapid transport system.

4. Some Aspects of Deadtime Correction and Rate Dependent

Effects in Half-Life Determinations

(G. Azuelos, J.E. Crawford, K.S. Kuchela and J.E. Kitching)

An analysis of various techniques employed in half-life

measurements has been carried out with a view to determine their

accuracy. In addition to obtaining expressions for deadtime

corrections the effects of finite bin width and random summing are

investigated. An exponentially decaying rate pulser and a triggerable
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rate meter have been developed and tested. The pulser has the

feature of having its rate decay with a preselected half-life {accurate

to 10 %) and is introduced as an extension of the pulser proportional

feedback method. This technique is particularly suited to half-life

determinations through y-decay and has been utilized in a study of

Na in which the half-life is 22.67 + 0.10 sec. For the same decay

but by measuring the beta activity the half-life obtained is

2?..60 + 0.04 sec.

I

i
I

The rate meter has been designed to trigger the multichannel

analyser when the count rate reaches a preselected value. This device

thus ensures all samples have the same initial rate and hence multiple

sample accumulation is possible. The device is essential for short

half-life (< 1 sec.) determinations.

5. Precision Branching Ratio Measurements with

Ge(Li) Detectors

(G. Azuelos, A.J. Houdayer and J.E. Kitching)

The accurate determination of ft values requires not only

precise half-life measurements but also branching ratios. The

present work is directed toward the systematic investigation of such

quantities as they occur in Fermi and Gamow-Teller decays.

At present an investigation is being conducted on the

relative merits of various techniques such as the point-pair method
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and the absolute method for the precise calibration of Ge(Li) detectors.

A sophisticated program has been written for precise data analysis.

Calibration nuclei are being determined and the techniques

10,of calibration investigated,

object of investigation.

C decay is planned to be the first

6. Decay Properties of

I
I
i
I
I
I
1
1
I

(S.C. Gujrathi, J.K.P. Lee and B.L. Tracy)

90 91
The identification of new isotopes ' Tc has been

reported previously (Section IVA, No. 2). A detailed experimental

90 91 92
investigation on the decay of ' ' Tc has been performed. The

92 +
ground state of Tc has been confirmed to have a spin 8 and beta

decay directly to an 8 + state at 2760 keV in 92Mo with a branching

91strength of 92.5%. For the decay of Tc, y-Y and 8-y coincidence

measurement results indicate that the (9/2 ) ground state, (1/2")

653 keV, (3/2~) 1158 keV states in 91Mo are fed directly by allowed

beta branches. This implies that there are at least two decaying

91
isomers in Tc. Extensive searches for a possible isomeric transi-

91tion in Tc failed to reveal any positive result, while the

accurately determined time decay characteristic of all the y-transi-

91

tion in Mo exhibit a single component half-life (within 1% experi-

mental error). A more precise beta end-point energy measurement for

this decay is in progress.

I
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Two isomers in Tc with spins 1 and 6 have been

observed and they decay with half-lives 7.9 :> and 48.8 s,

90
respectively, populating a total of 7 states in Mo. This work is

presently under intense pursuit.

7.
2 38

Rb and Cs Yield in Proton-Induced Fission of U

i
!

I
8
I
I
»

(G. Pilar, B.L. Tracy and J.K.P. Lee)

The on-line mass spectrometer has been used to determine

accurately (to 3% accuracy)the relative yield of Rb and Cs isotopes

238
from fission of U targets bombarded with 80 and 100 MeV protons.

The production cross-sections for Rb with A = 86 to 97 and Cs with

A = 129 to 144 were determined. Results indicate that while the

Rb mass distribution has approximately a gaussian shape, the cs

distribution required a third power in A in the exponential fit.

The average number of neutrons emitted and the mean N/Z ratio of the

prompt distributions were estimated. Results are compared with

those obtained at 40-60 MeV and 150 MeV proton energies and from this

comparison it is shown that, at these proton bombarding energies, the

charge distribution mechanism for fissioning nuclei i;> dominated by

equal charge distribution (ECO) mechanism, although there is

evidence of a slight shift to the unchanged charge denuity (ÜCD)

mechanism with increasing bombarding energy. A paper based on this

work has been submitted for publication (Section IVb, No. 4).
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8. Beta Ray Spectroscopy Using A Superconducting

Solenoid and An I.G. Detector

(S.I. Hayakawa, R.B. Moore and D.M. Rehfield)

A beta ray spectrometer consisting of an I.G. detector

housed in the bore of a superconducting solenoid has been operational.

Beta rays up to 8 MeV in energy have been measured with a solid angle

detection effeciency of 25% and an energy resolution better than 5 keV.

Breausstrahlung loss in the detector, backscattering out of the

detector and annihilation y-ray summing in the detector all seem to

affect the spectra in ways that can be unfolded by computer analysis

to give reproducible end-point energies of less than 0.5% rms deviation.

I
I
1
I

During this past year much work has been devoted to the

construction of a more sophisticated cryostat. This new cryostat is

capable of sustaining a continuous operation of 10 hours for a 16

litre charge of liquid helium with full current of 160A in the

solenoid. Detector temperature stability of better than i°c was

obtained by good thermal anchoring to the liquid nitrogen reservoir.

Other features of the cryostat include easy alignment, removal and

insertion of detector, and the detector preamplifier is housed outside

the cryostat vacuum. In addition to the new cryostat, a new source

chamber is being fabricated and installed to facilitate g-y coincidence

measurement using a Ge(Li) detector.
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A large effort has also been devoted to the methods of

computation for the unravelling of beta spectra. This turned out

to be a sufficiently complicated problem because of the focussing

property of the magnet and sensitivity of the detector to y-rays

from the annihilation of positrons in the detector. In addition,

other corrections such as backscattering, pile-ups and other back-

grounds must also be allowed for. A comprehensive computer program

taking into account all of these effects has been written to

unfold the new data and to perform Kurie plots, hence end-point

energy determinations. To check the consistency and reliability of

the spectrometer and the computation techniques, a list of the beta

decay nuclei (13N, 3 2P, 4 7Ti, 62Cu, 63An, 64Ga, 66Ga, 68Ga, 70Ga,

7 4Se, 78Rb, 92Tct
 1 0 0Tc, 1 2 0Sb, 1 3 7Cs, 1 4 0Pr, 142Pr) with well-known

decay modes and end-point energies has been studied. The results

have been surpisingly encouraging; not a single case in which the

end-point energy determined he**e deviates more than 35 keV from the

previously reported value. As a matter of fact, it is believed that

the values measured here have an accuracy better than ± 20 keV.

At present the spectrometer is being used to perform

90 91
precision beta decay end-point energy measurements on nuclei ' Tc,

8 8' 8 9Mo, 8 7' 8 8' 8 9Nb.
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9. The N = Z
 6 2
Ga Nucleus

(G. Azuelos, G. Bavaria, J.E. Crawford and J.E. Hitching)

In analogy with Ga, Ga is expected to have a ground

state with J*
1
 = 0 , hence principally a T = 1 state. Its decay to

ft "?

the ground state of Zn is the i a T = O to T = 1 superallowed

transition. A comparison of this transition with its mirror counter-

part (T
z
 -• -1 to T

?
 = O) might lead to information on the effect of

isospin mixing on the determination of the vector coupling constant

in beta decay.

A Search for this ""Ga nucleus has been conducted using the

64
(p,3n) reaction in a Zn target and the high speed pneumatic

extraction system with transit time of about 200 ms. After many

ft "̂

attempts, a new activity identified as coming from the decay of
 A

Ga

was found. This new nucleus decays with a half-life of 123.5 i 2 ms.

An effort is being made to measure any γ-ray that might result from

its decay and the beta end-point energy.

10. Search For New Isotope Cu

(A.J. Houdayer and S.K, Mark)

57

The Cu is single-closed-she11 nucleus with one proton

beyond the doubly magic
 J
 «i core. It has a predicted ground state

decay energy of about 8 MeV and half-life about 800 ras, based on

nuclear systematics. Attempts have been made to produce this nucleus

A'-./.
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by means of the (p,¿n) reaction in a J Ni target. The target

material was contained in a cobalt bullet for irradiation instead

of using the normal beryllium builet in order to minimize inter-

ferences from unwanted activities produced in the bullet. The

experiment was conducted with the high speed rapid extraction

system, and at bombarding energies ranging from 20 MoV to 45 MeV.,

It has boon found that at energies above :.l MPV, ;I threo-oomponent beta

activity was objserved with half-lives 194 ras, 882 ms and 1.21 s.

54
The 194 ms activity has identified with " Co produced by (p,sn)

:n eg

reaction in Xi and the 3.21 s activity comes from Cu produced

by (p,n) reaction, in the target. To ascertain that the 882 tns

activity is not coming from any of the Co nuclei, a " Fe target

was irradiated at various energies, arid the results yielded no

activity with this half-life. Therefore, tht.- 882 ms activity is

assigned to the new isotope Cu. At present a more accurate

threshold energy measurement and a beta end-point energy

determination are in progress.

11. Study Of The Highly Neutron Deficient Sn Nuclei

(A.J. Houdayer, L. Lessard and S.K. Mark)

The single-"losed-shel1 Sn nuclei have been a fascinating

subject of many studies because they are tao best candidates for the

investigation of the neutron quasiparticle orbitais lying between

N * 50 and 82 major shells. The purpose of this project is to extend

••'••?.-
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this study to the light mass 1 0 7 » 1 0 8 ' 1 0 9
S n through the beta decay of

107,108,109gb> A f t e r having identified the new isotopes
 1 0 8' 1 0 9sb

last year, it was discovered that the previously reported studies on

the decay of -110,111,112,113,114gb w e r e e r r o n e o u s a n d highly

incomplete. For example, it has been observed here that more than

50 Y-rays are associated with each of the Sb and Sb decays as

compared to the mere less than 15 y-^ays reported by the previous

workers. Consequently, all these supposedly known decays are being

reinvestigated. The study on the ' Sb has been completed and

the work on 1 10» 1 1 1' 1 1 3sb is in progress. An attempt is being made

to interpret the results in a B.C.S. theory using the Tabakin

interaction.

12. The Mass Spectrometer As An On-Line Isotope Separator

(H. Huang, J.K.P. Lee, L. Lessard and L. Nikkinen)

Development work has been undertaken with the aim to adapt

the on-line mass spectrometer to an isotope separator for nuclear

structure studies. The procedures to follow are first to increase

the yield of Rb and Cs isotopes from proton induced fission, and then

to produce a new versatile ion source usable for a variety of ions.

The following progress has been made:

a) Ovens made of high density graphite have been

developed. They are better constructed, more

stable and more efficient than the earlier
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ones made of tantalum and rhenium.

b) New uranium targets made by compressing

UO, and C sheets have been developed.

The results of performance tests show that

the yield of Rb isotopes is about 20 times

higher than with the earlier targets used.

This increase in yield enhances the pros-

pect of using the spectrometer as an

isotope separator.

c) A CaCztarget has been developed. Preliminary

test results indicate that the diffusion time

of K ions through the target material is slow

(a few seconds) and as such it is not

readily usable for the study of the short

38

lived light mass K isotopes, although K has

been observed in abundance. More work is in

progress to reduce the diffusion time.

d) The present target-ion-source assembly with a

high temperature oven is not suitable for the

use of thick UO_ and graphite targets because

the uranium vapour from the target has a

tendency of coating ths graphite oven. A new

target assembly which separates the function

of diffusion and ionization of the atoms

produced in the target has been designed and
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is being constructed. This new assembly is

expected to give an increased yield for the

Rb and Cs isotopes, and to be compatible

with other targets such as molten metals.

At present, work has been initiated to

develop a universal ion source, which is

usable for a wide range of ions.

e) Other improvements on the spectrometer which

are being carried out include the upgrading

of the extraction voltage from 5 kV to 10 kV

with a heating current increase from 100A to

250A, the installation of an electrostatic

diffractor for background suppression, the

construction of a transport system for the

separated ions, and the installation of a

'thick lens' optical system to improve the

ion extraction efficiency.

13. Decay of 101Ag

(I. Hyman, S. Hayakawa, J.K.P. Lee)

The e-.perimental study of the decay of 101Ag to levels in

Pd by means of gamma ray singles measurements and gamma-gamma

coincidence measurements using large volume Ge(Li) detectors, has

been completed. The energies of the twenty gamma rays identified

as belonging to this decay have been measured to an accuracy of
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0.1 keV. The extensive coincidence results indicate that a previous

study of this decay by Dotty et al. was in gross error. The decay

scheme is presently being constructed. A weak coupling calculation

will be performed to explain these levels. The results should be

quite useful in view of the interest recently shown in the

structures of 101.102,103.104M-

I

I
I
I
I
I
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14. Decay Of The Light Mass 7 4 > 7 5 > 7 6Rb Nuclei

(S. Hamdy and J.E. Kitching)

The decay of the light mass Rb isotopes is being undertaken

using the rapid transport system and isotopically enriched Kr gas •

targets. The half-lives of these nuclei are Rb (37 sec), Rb

(21 sec) and Rb (?). This latter nucleus is of special interest

since it is a self-conjugate nucleus and possibly possesses a 0

ground state. Consequently, the beta decay process to the Kr

ground state proceeds by super-allowed transition. At present data

have been collected on the Rb decay and Rb is being examined.

The level structure of the Kr isotopes will be described by a weak

coupling calculation.

15. A BCS Interpretation Of The Neutron Deficient

Nuclei In The N = 82 Region

(J. Deslauriers, G.G. Kennedy and S.K. Mark)

A large amount of experimental data has recently become

available on nuclei in the region Z > 50, N < 82. In light of this
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we have undertaken a series of theoretical calculations in hope of

explaining the systematic trends in the structure of these nuclei.

The BCS method is used. The core consists of 50 protons and 50

neutrons and the valence particles are in the 2d5 <2' ^ 7 / 2 ' ̂
sl/2

2d-y~» and lnii/2 s n ell s- The residual interaction is the Tabakin

potential suitably renormalized by including second order ladder

graphs and some core polarization terms. The parameters for the

single proton and single neutron states were found by fitting the

odd N = 82 and the odd Z = 50 nuclei. The calculations are

extended throughout this region by using deformed Hartree-Fock and

BCS methods.

1
I
I
I
I
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This project is conducted in collaboration with Drs. S.

Das Gupta and N. De Takacsy.

16. Phase Shift Analysis of p-4He From 20 to 50 MeV

(A.J. Houdayer)

Because of the abundance of high precision data available

on p- He elastic scattering, a detailed phase shift analysis on

these data appears to be warranted. Such an analysis would permit

a study on the level structure of the five-nucleon system. Previous

works seem to indicate that the phase shifts exhibit a weak energy

dependence for levels other than the well-known 3/2 second excited

state in Li. Consequently, a careful analysis is being performed

on the data recently obtained with the Manitoba cyclotron at 13
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energies ranging from 20 to 50 MeV, together with polarization data

at the same energies from Berkeley. The computer program used for

the analysis is called "Peggy" (originally from Brookhaven),

incorporating the correct relativistic kinematics. This study is

conducted in collaboration with A. Bacher of Indiana University and

W. Van Oers of the University of Manitoba.

94 98
17. Study of Low-Lying States in Tc and Tc

(S.I. Hayakawa, J.E. Kitching, j.K.P. Lee and S.K. Mark)

94 98
Level structures of Tc and Tc have been investigated

by using a shell model code developed here. It is found that the

94 98 3 94 98experimental results from the ' Mo( He,t) ' Mo reactions could

be well understood in terms of a simple shell model, which includes

only (nig . ) (v2d 5 / 2)
n configurations. The best result was

obtained by using the effective two-body matrix elements

92 9fi
spectra of Nb and Nb. It is interesting to note that the wave

Q4
functions thus obtained for ' Tc have significant admixtures of

3 V 3
,o)®(2dc/o) ,J> components even though (v = 1 lqn/^)<8

! (v = 3 19g/2^®^2(i5/2' J ^ components even though (v = 1

<2d5/2Vj\ dominates.

The results are now being prepared for publication.
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(a) Publications Which Appeared in Journals

This list includes only publications that actually

appeared in journals during 1974, at least one of whose authors

was a member of this laboratory in 1974.
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1. "Decay of Eu", G. Kennedy, S.C. Gujrathi, and P.F.

Hinrichsen, Can. J. Phys. 52 (1974) 847.

90 91
2. "The Mass Excesses of ' Tc", R. Iafigliola, B.L. Tracy,

S.C. Gujrathi and J.K.P. Lee, Can. J. Phys. 52 (1974) 96.

3. "Levels of Br Populated in the Decay of Kr and A

77 79 ft 1 ß 3
Unified Model Description of ' ' ' Br Isotopes",

A.J. Houdayer, S.K. Mark, J.E. Kitching and T. Paradellis,

Physica Fennica 9 (.1974) 85.

4. "Rapid Production of Thin Kr Sources", A.J. Houdayer,

S.K. Mark and R.B. Moore, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. Ilj3 (1974)

615.

5. "Decay of 75Kr", A.J. Houdayer, S.K. Mark and T.Y. Li, II

Nuovo Cimento 23A (1974) 450.
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6. "The Nd(p.p') Reaction On Analog Resonances", L. Bimbot,

L. Lessard, R. Martin, S. Santhanam, 0. Dietzsch, D. Spalding,

K. Schechet and J.L. Foster Jr., Phys. Rev. C9_ (1974) 741.

7. "Proton-Helium Total Reaction Cross-Sections Between 18 and

48 MeV", A.M. Sourkes, N.E. Davison, S.A. Elbakr, J.L. Horton,

A.J. Houdayer and W.T.H. van Oers, Phys. Lett. 51B (1974) 232.

1
232"Absolute (p,xn) Cross-Section Measurements on Th", H.C.

Suk, J.E. Crawford and R.B. Moore, Nucl. Phys. A218 (1974) 4J8.

9. "Half-Lives of 1 0C, 1 40 and 23Mg", G. Azuelos, J.E. Crawford

and J.E. Hitching, Phys. Rev. C9 (1974) 1213.
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10. "Precision Half-Life Measurements Using Ge(Li) Detectors",

G. Azuelos, J.E. Crawford and J.E. Kitching, Nucl. Instr. and

Meth. l_n (1974) 233.

11. "A Rapid Transport System For Internal Cyclotron irradiations",

G. Bavaria, J.E. Kitching and J.E. Crawford, Nucl. Instr. and

Meth. 117 (1974) 317.
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(.b) Papers Submitted to Journals for Publication

This list includes only papers which are already

submitted to journals for publication by members of the

laboratory in 1974.
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"Elapsed Time in He-Jet Systems with Long Capillaries",

C.V. Weiffenbach, S.C. Gujrathi, J.K.P. Lee and A.J. Houdayer,

Nucl. Instr. and Meth.(Accepted).

"The Decay of 95Rh to Levels in 95Ru", C.V. Weiffenbach, S.C.
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4. "Independent Yield of Rb and Cs Isotopes For Proton Induced

Fission in Natural Uranium at 80 and 100 MeV, J.K.P. Lee,

G. Pilar, B.L. Tracy and L. Yaffe, J. Inorg. and Nucl. Chem.

(Submitted).

5. "States in Mo and Mo Populated in the (He,a) Reaction",

J.L. Schoonover, H.C. Cheung, J.E. Kitching, S.K. Mark and

J.K.P. Lee, Z. Physik (Accepted).
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Schoonover, P.F. Hinrichsen, J.E. Kitching, J.K.P. Lee and

S.K. Mark, Nucl. Phys. (Accepted).
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G. Azuelos, J.E. Crawford, J.E. Kitching and K.S. Kuchela,

Nucl. Instr. and Meth. (Submitted).
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2. "Use of Intrinsic Germanium Detector for Beta Ray Spectro-

metry", D.M. Rehfield, S.I. Hayakawa and R.B. Moore, Eastern

Regional Nuci. Phys. Co.nf. , C.A.P., Kingston (1974).

3. "Precision Half-Life Measurements", G. Azuelos, J.E. Crawford

and J.E. Hitching, Eastern Regional Nucl. Phys. Conf., C.A.P.,
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(1974) 55.
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Gujrathi, G.G. Kennedy and S.K. Mark, Bull. C.A.P. , 3J) (1974)

19.
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10. "Total Reaction Cross-Sections for p- He and p- He", A.

Sourkes, N. Davison, S. tlbakr, J. Horton, A. Houdayer,

W.T.H. van Oers and R.F. Carlson, Proc. Int. Conf. or.

Few-Body Problems in Nuclear and Particle Physics, Quebec
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Analysis for \>- He Elastic Scattering Between 20 and 55 MeV" ,

N. Davison, S. Elbakr, A. Houdayer, A. Sourkes, W.T.H. van

Oers and A.D. Bacher, Proc. Int. Conf. on Few-Body Problems

in Nuclear and Particle Physics, Quebec (197-1) 77.
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12. "The (p,2p) and (p,pd) Reactions on H and He", D. Bonbriqht,

5. Elbakr, A. Houdayer, C.A. Miller, D. Robert, E. Tin,

w.T.H, van Oers and J. Watson, Proc. Int. Conf. on Few-Body
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(d) Thesis
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"RL and Cs Yield tron Proton Induced Fission of U", G. Pilar,

M.Sc. Thesis (1974 ) .
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